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0 of 0 review helpful Rosenberg Texas with before and after photos By Wilson Good writing about the history with 
GREAT pictures both past and present of the buildings and streets or Rosenberg Texas My parents drove 30 miles to 
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bring us children to Dr Frantz E Amman in Rosesnberg when we were sick I m retired so it was a long time ago This 
book shows several different time frame pictures of the buil Rosenberg was created and thrived with the expansion of 
the railroad From the first house in 1883 the city grew to become the Hub of the Gulf Coast Rosenberg was the center 
of commerce for settlers of all nationalities attracted here by fertile land and economic opportunity In just 30 years 56 
businesses including banks loan and land development companies merchants doctors and lawyers were in the four 
block area of the original Downtown Rosenberg Busines About the Author The photographs in this book are from 
treasured family albums the Fort Bend County Museum Association and private collections The Rosenberg Historians 
have spent three years obtaining photographs and information in order to assemble this labo 
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